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When hardware store owner Bill Ferguson stumbles upon the attempted kidnapping of a young girl,
he responds instinctively. He does what everyone likes to believe they would do: he steps in and
prevents the crime.But in doing so, the divorced father places his own child squarely in the sights of
a serial murderer known as "The I-90 Killer."Now Bill Ferguson finds himself pitted against an
amoral sociopath in a plot that may go far deeper than he realizes as he races against time to save
his only child from an unthinkable fate....*This book was previously released by StoneHouse Ink
under the same title***********Praise for Allan Leverone: "Allan Leverone delivers a taut crime drama
full of twists and conspiracy..." -- Scott Nicholson, bestselling author of LIQUID FEAR and THE
RED CHURCH "Allan Leverone raises the stakes with every turn of the page..." -- Sophie Littlefield,
Anthony Award-winning author of A BAD DAY FOR SORRY "The successor to Michael Crichton
has landed. And his name is Allan Leverone." -- Vincent Zandri, New York Times bestselling author
of EVERYTHING BURNS and THE REMAINS "A scorching supernatural thriller - Allan Leverone...is
a writer on the rise..." -- Mark Edward Hall, author of APOCALYPSE ISLAND and SERVANTS OF
DARKNESS "Suspenseful and well-written..." -- Debbi Mack, New York Times bestselling author of
IDENTITY CRISIS and LEAST WANTED "A tense, tightly-plotted thriller that will keep you turing
pages into the night." -- Christopher Allan Poe, author of THE PORTAL**********Allan Leverone is
the New York Times bestselling author of a dozen novels in the thriller and dark fiction genres. He
lives in Londonderry, NH with his wife of more than thirty years, three children and one beautiful
granddaughter. Learn more at www.allanleverone.com, on Facebook, or on Twitter,
@AllanLeverone.
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The author has come up with an unusual and provocative plot, quite exciting. He has also contrived
some interesting characters. The bad guy is really, really bad., and the hero is a good and
unassuming guy who reacted properly when nobody else would. It is difficult to wait for
developments as the plot progress very slowly .That said, I sadly have to admit that this is one of
the most aggravating and boring book I have ever read. One has to plow through dozens of pages
of the characters' thoughts before the plot advances an iota.He is not a bad writer, but the book is
full of cliches (the people suffering adrenaline rushes are legion), and the outcome is predictable.
The most aggravating thing is having each of his characters ruminate endlessly in stream of
consciousness fashion about their situation in chapter after chapter.I never had to skip through so
many pages to find where the plot even advances a tiny bit. This goes on endlessly throughout the
book, until near the end when he actually seems to advance the plot without having each character
muse to themselves forever.He devotes entire chapters to characters' dreams, without much,, if
any, relevance to the plot.Violating the rules of English, he does not seem to understand that each
bit of dialog is supposed to be written in separate paragraphs. Instead bits of dialog are buried deep
in multi-page long paragraphs. Thus, in paging through the dross, I had to be on the lookout for
those little quotation marks buried in all the trivial thinking of a character, to find anything that was
happening.The facts I mentioned in the first paragraph would make the book deserve a four-star
rating had he only written a tome without all those pages of useless pondering of the characters.
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